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PSYCHIC CONVERSION1 

'tbe pSYQRia:i;);'ist. Q]'iS'laig tlalanjo lias offered tiS dotlr a-ehld::renge-a:nd-e. 
-ps¥ tki LINAt t./fUtIILi() fJl.t«No 

c:..oA-k4.bu;t,~oo t~ -aeetiA&-i-i,... In his recent book, The One Quest,,,. speaks 

2 of creating "a unified science of human development," Ita unified science 

and. art of human change. ,,3 He attempts to disengage from the diverse tech-

niques, exercises, and procedures of education, psychotherapy, and religion, 

an experimental meeting ground based on a unity of concern and a commonality 

of method. The various ways of growth which he examines--ranging from 

behavior therapy to Sufism--are, he says, contributions to ~ single process 

of hUman transformation involvinga 

(1) shift in identity; 

(2) increased contact with reality; 

(3) simultaneous increase in both participation and detachment; 

(4) simultaneous increase in freedom and the ability to surrender; 

(5) uniflcation--intrapersonal, interpersonal, between body ,and mind, 

subject and object, man and God; 

(6) 

(7) 

increased self-acceptance; and 

4 
increase in consciousness. 

He concludes his book with the following summary of his posi tiona 

The end-state sought by the various traditions, schools, or systems 
under discussion is one that is characterized by the experience of 
openness to the reality of every moment, freedom from mechanical 
ties to the past, and surrender to the laws of man's being, one of 
living in the body and yet in control of the body, in the world 
and yet in control of circumstances by means of the power of both 
awareness and independence. It is also an experience of self
acceptance, where "self" does not s tarrl for a preconceived notion 

1 
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or image but is the experiential self-reality moment after moment. 
Above all, it is an experience of experiencing. For this is what 
consciousness means, what openness means, what surrendering leads 
into, what remains after the veils of condUioned perception are 
raised, and what the aim of acceptance is.5 

a~+e ~ be pB'y:etr+e*e'9nv~. 
p 

Tbe-eK~enee-eI ~ychic conversion can be described in many ways. 

Certainly the seven characteristics listed by Naranjo as qualifying the change 

~ ~:'; ;"~!j:;.t:1-~$nvrnl&. 1n which he is interested are all feature;-ryelPo!).e . ... . ipeak-. 

i rr,yrt.""",-I """"i!/ 6;.&:4 ~ kbaA.L I 
But'" its e~ .ps~~(}oo>v~ a symbolic.. 2 s;+en, ~i~~y 

~t83 CQn¥8rsipn of e.QI~t'w~~R the gaining of a 
11~4- ~ll-tel.JIu#J II ~xlsltlflci1 ru4ul.,·fJt·~, 

capacity to diSengage~~ SymbOlic~co~ltitution~ Because the psycnologist 

most sensitive to and insightful of the role and power of symbolism in human 
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consciousness to date has been Carl Jung, this paper may be vi~w~ as an 
,4();~ .. d£~ %. ~h"h'~ 

attempt to state wh~t happens when the self-appropriation of ~~~-
A ~4"li()lIJ. A.JNet~·II;·L 

consciousness, the objectification of eAgfl't'QJila~88;;raided by Lonergan, 
O~'1'\U~·4 ~~~ 

QR tAg-one-band ..gh'.e~.,..l..Q,. aTld-en. bl.e-oth~a"fld t ci te in, e- (J 

C::;li MJifL MJ. p.sftlo"~ hI~,{;~~ .~ ~ 
;:.opI"' . . .. moo ated by Jungian 

psychotherapy. 'I'.a8r paper may 1ft' J38;rJcbe "hued, tbe¥t. --as th8~of 

~ 
an.there of tAG "101:l8;egaR and II .atd 1es. But it is also an attempt to 

1\ 

express a position complementary and, I believe, compensatory to that of J 
Q.;IIf~f fD httll.l f(,J rt~n.,,,.tM. ~IA 9UMI AhLL 9~rRl1d"~. t1tt '" I'kt iM(.I, 

either Lonergan or JUngi~ ~ attempt, to move Jungian therapy into the 

epochal movement of the human spirit ~~~tt:I;ei-\on 
Lonergan's transcendental method, while at the same time venturing to extend 

the dynamism of the latter into a further domain of self-appropriation and to 

ar~ue th~t this extension is called for by an exigence of this dynamism itself. 
&.. u ~sl;:fu./'· tIf:ftt t ~ /) J4 
~ the methodical exigence~s the therapeutic exigence, ~ 

~ I-Lt. rTJIJNi6M.J. ~.1J1J.(J 
..;C:..1.ms4;..a. JYI@gIJ. *ben a ~B"me fUtRI'fIMIS ~ successive sublations , A 

of the gains afforded human consciousness by the pioneering work of Lonergan's 
~/f" It.Wt,n~ 
~ analysis. 

I. The Therapeutic Exigence 

I assume as given an appreciation of the meaning of the term "method" 

advanced by Lonerganl "methcxi" that has not to do with the Cartesian universal 

procedure for the attainment of certitude by following fixed rules while neglect-

ing bursts of insight, moral truth, belief, and hypothesis, "methcxi" which 

takes as its key the subject as subject and thus calls for "a release from 
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all logics, all closed systems or language games, all concepts, all symbolic 

constructs to allow an abiding at the level of the presence of the subject to 

6 
himself" I "methoo" as horizon inviting authenticity. I presuppose also that 

the dialectical-foundational thinking which issues from such a horizon is 
Htd i~ C;Ua.Li-c t~r:~ ~.;L .!,' r-e-JM.J 

acknowledged as a movement ~r tnat whiCh occupied Western philosophy 
'" 

from Socrates to Hegel. The latter movement seeks a control of meaning in 

terms of system. It is the movement of the emergence of ~ from mythos, 

of theoretically differentiated consciousness from what, because undifferen-

ttated, 

scious. 

bears some affinities with what is known in psychotherapy as the uncnn-
1h.IJHke. /' 

This movement may archetypally be designated "heroic," in that it is 

" the severing in ~ exerclto of the umbilical cord binding mind to maternal 

imagination. It achieved its first secure triumph in the Socratic maieutic 

and pronounced its full coming of age as creative and constitutive in its 

He~lan self-recognition as essentially dialectical, in its self-identlfica-

tlon with the dialectic of reality itself, and in a Wissens~haft der ~ 

which would be the thinking of its own essence in and for itself on th~ 

part of this dialectical movement of reality as Geist. That Lonergan's 

articulation of method, with its key being the subject as subject, captures 

in a radically foundational manner the oeg~~ structure and dynamism of 

a new movement of historical mind, of an epochal shift in the control and 

constitution of meaning, has not gone unnoticed and is not a novel appre

ciation of his significance.? Thus to propose to complement and even to 

compensate what can only be denominated an unparalleled achievement surely 

calls for more than a polite apology. 
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Perhaps I may being, then, by recalling that Lonergan acknowledges a 

twofold mediation of immediacy by meaning. The first is that which has occu-

pied his attention throughout his career as scholar, teacher, and author, that 

which occurs "when one objectifies cognitional process in transcendental 

method." The second occurs "when one discovers, identifies. accepts one's 

8 submerged feelings in psychotherapy." I take this statement to imply that 

qJ J.;"""","s 
there are two medes of rIDmecUacy to the world mediated E.Y meaning. One is 

1\ 

cognitional, the other dispositional or affective. These two medes correspond 

more or less closely to the two primordial constitutive ways of being the 

"there" according to Martin Heidegger: Verstehen and Befipdlichkeit. 9 They 

are interlocking medes of immediacy to the world medlated by meaning. Lonergan 

also speaks of "a wi thd!rawal from objectification and a mediated return to 

immediacy in the mating of lovers and in the prayerful mystic's cloud of 

10 unknowing." I take my clue from the second mediation of immediacy and from 
f4t. 
~ hint of a second immediacy. I ask. first. whether a mediated return to 

immediacy is exhausted by the two instances mentioned by Lonergan and. ~econd. 

whether it is connect.ed with the second med ia Hon of immed iacy by meaning. 

The answer to the first question is negative, to the second affirmative. 

Any human subject whose world is mediated and constituted by meaning 

is primordially in a condition of c~nitiona1 and dispositional ~ imme-
H£~ ...,. iM~~=-",o'l. qjjbj: :1t111f~e·.er. 

diacy to'~ worl<J~a:~ • ..l ulie 'liRe t.~i6eyl~ 

M&tlng.lli:sh U~lr-.fil!pom~e-4.nMnt. The dispositional mexie 

of immediacy, which is our concern here. is accessible to conscious intentionality 
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is~uJ. 
by the latter's focusing on the ever-present flow of feeling which ~ 

P(JJfc..eJ. "" eseJJ 01\L~ 
,..st:a:td.-'Te of one's concomitant awareness of ~f in all of IMoft 1.ntentional 

operations. "In every case Dasein always has some moaL ,,11 ~ immediacy 

is immediacy to one's mediated world. Its dispositional mode is an immediacy 

of feeling, of mocrl, of "how one is," of "how one finds oneself." It is what 

we intend when we ask another, "How are you?"--even though we very seldom 

receive the answer which the question intends. "The moed has already disclosed, 

in every case, Being-in-the-world as a whole, and makes it possible first of 

12 ~ ~ 
all to direct oneself towards something." .woe'M'e concerned, then, with a 

state of i,mediaqy of feeling or meoi to the worl1 mediated by our acts of 
L.uHAJL.~)fbu.tAX, ?'IfIWl .. ~, 114dQ~, W.W~t..k01U&' 
'" d meani~)A It is this \~immediaCy that is objectified in the 

~tv\odu.. i'l, 
secord mediation of immediacy by meaning, the mediation which occurs in psycho-

therapy. What is insufficiently acknowledged by Heidegger,13 more than hinted 

at by Lonersan, and trumpeted. by Jung is that this disposl tlonally qualified 

, ~ immediacy is always t~aginally construct~ll symbOlically constituted • 
..j It t%'.{!~ (., (t-U ;d .J.. ttA a.<.(.' (;;tA.(!~~ ~7 K,..(,.' !l.:ea1.-tt..f.-,. 

But tnis imaginal constitution i's-not accessible to conscious intentionality 

in the same way as is the disposition itself. The symbolic constitution of 

dispositional _ 1 immediacy must be disengaged by such psychotherapeutic 

techniques as dream interpretation and what ,Jung cal18 "active imagination." 
i. e, A.l'Pl~M.kah eLi 

It is "uncc{nscious,' but when disengaged it reveals "how it stands" between 

t\ rtOfl-6.t er ~ 11~ 
the attitude of waking consciousness and ~e ma¥ e~ totalitYA ~ 

qfuA ddx..«.tjtUjeV1ud..t1 :it,<!M.U ~ ~~aA.-i ~~ f--h. trwvl.4uudt-u.i fl..t.1-!t!t'''U/ .1'1 ~~b: 
If "'Ps~rcmc.t.ne;r;a.:_a..A, g.esu4Ae-t~~,...,;I;he:n.1he mediation of I {cht/f/>idU. 

~rl. ... . ~ 
immediacy which occurs through the Objectificatro~the symbolically constructed 

1\ 
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structure of Befindlichkeit has a transf~ative effect on one's dispositional ~ 

~~w.,) ~ I~ ~/.w&J 
~oai immediacy, This transforma'ti-on-:g what I call psychic conversion; iiJ:s~ 

,~~ h'afls:fel-ma461£~ iM.,u,.L ~QUiNr' .. 1tUIA11J.- ~ 
,i I dynamic structure ~ eluCldat~A a.Jid integrated into the epochal movement of 

;I) ~_I-WIllIU~ 
consciousness whose ~ foundations are laid by Lonergan, As Lonergan 

" 
has shown the implications of the first. mediation of imme:i iacy by meaning for 

J ~ ft, ~~d "" f.tt1a:t~~e the question of theological methai, so ate lIIoMs;t......a,.Uem~t-t.o~· perti-
,o.UJ .. ~f'tI/I ,.".:t.N 

nence or the second, In addition, I wish to propose a maiel of-~ 

which takes as its clue the twofold mediation of immediacy by meaning, ~ 
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~e¥e, fcroJft-'tne-~s-l-b~~~~ 

~ed-'tfiJ4l9it61-a~~~N,.~ot:h-be-&lib!l:aobed. 

14 
~-&~s-cORVer&oi-Qn~c;~=c;rJ..t~~~~~e-

._ , , tAo CtilMctou§ iffipbtert'b@ ~e 
~n-:f:o-M·Y'r"'a.,e-t!iG lio'era~ 
~;'''''HatctJas@fFt"O amuse 

"'''''' e... ~J J~ u hJ;.J Perhaps the compensatory function of my thesis ~~ by 

commenting on the following statement, 

I should urge that religious conversion, moral conversion, and 
intellectual conversion are three quite different things. In an 
order of exposition I would prefer to explain first intellectual, 
then moral, then religious conversion. In the order of occurrence 
I would expect religious commonly but not necessarily to precede 
moral and both religious and moral to prec~e intellectual. Intel
lectual conversion, I think, is very rare. 1 
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Surely there is no dispute that the three conversions are quite different 

events. Nor need there be any argument with Lonergan's preferred order of 

exposition of these events. My difficulty is rather with the overtones of 

the assertion that, in the general case, intellectual conversion is the 

last and the rarest of the conversions, that, in the general case, the intel-

lectually converted subject is the fully converted subject. 

Although the conversions are said to occur in the order a religious-

moral-intellectual, they are also said to be involved in a relation of subla-

tion in the order a intellectual-moral-religious. And sublation is understood 

not in a Hegelian fashion but along the lines suggested by Karl Rahner, such 

that "what sublates goes beyond what is sublated, introduces something new 

and distinct, puts everything on a new basis, yet so far from interfering 

with the sublated or destroying it, on the contrary needs it, includes it, 

preserves all its proper features and properties, and carries them forward 

to a fuller realization within a richer context ... l ? On Lonergan's account, 

then, intellectual conversion is, in the general case, sublated by a moral 
k ftMei.lcmr 

conversion which has preceded it 1n the order of occurrence and ~ is 

pre-critical. and both intellectual and moral conversion are sublated by a 
~ ~ ff.I'evtE 

religious conversion which has preceded both and is also pre-critical. 
1\ 

But if reI igious convers i on and moral c onvers ion lI'lS8~pzFlS~QFlI~1;;4;k;i;18Q.~I~,i=-Itlt:t: 

~ precede intellectual conversion, it would seem that, no matter how genuinely 
~ 

relig~ou~ and authent,iC8:11y moral, they are infect~. withl\cognitional myth~t It A.u .. l 
j ~ tL ~tli{}<-u.c"", t; ~tfvd M k ll(}(..{,'l<.)J~ e;(lra.A/~!.It1:ti ~C('I!UI;I-. 

Or, to state my point in anoth~;~ay, pre-critical religious and moral 
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conversion affect a consciousness which, from the standpoint of the cognitive 

function of meaning, is either undifferentiated or has achieved a t~eoretical 

differentiation. But beyond the cornmon-sense and theoretical differentiations 

of consciousness there is the exigence for differentiation in terms of interi-

ority, the satisfaction of which is initiated by the elimination of cognitional 

myth which occurs in intellectual conversion. Now, on Lonergan's account, 

this would seem to imply that a consciousness in the process of fidelity to 

the methodical exigence is sublated by a moral and religious consciousness 

that is at best, from a cognitive standpoint, theoretically differentiated. 

It seems highly questionable to me whether the sublation can occur without 

interfering with or destroying the 5ublated, whether the sublating can include 

the sublated, preserve all its proper features and properties, and carry 

them forward to a fuller realization within a richer context. It also 

seems questionable whether the context of pre-critical moral and religious 

conversion is indeed richer than that provided by intellectual conversion. 

I believe rather, and I will argue more fully later, that the exi~ence to 
Mt ~ et.111t1l~'LJ. . 

differentiation in terms of interiority results from the ~eft~ inadequacy 
It 

of pre-critical moral and religious conversion at a certain level of intel-

lectual development, n£ matter ~ genuinely moral ar~ religious these may be. 

'1'ftI!& I Wetl16 a~e that i ntellectQe:l egg¥8'FS 1e1'l: 81:ol"Blat:es J:lf'e ex itieal 

religi~s and moral-e9AlCers1oJ:l:, eliminates fxom Ute-JIl Qegftg19Rpl mytb. aAS. 

at the saMe time attempts to ~e8er,e tAe ~1:ole:l1t1e& wb10A FeRie. them rell-
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gi8YS aM moxal. ~t What is there to guarantee that anything more survives 

the elimination of cognitional myth than a wan smile at one's former.religious 

and moral naivete? Intellectual conversion, it seems, is such a radical 

transformation of horizon, such an about-face, such a repudiation of charac-

teristic features of the old, the beginning of such a new sequence that it 

1R18At 1 nd eed 1 ntedere wit;. what it started. Btl+' te Bl:l"blate aM: that i:t cannot 

be sublated. by the old but, if it is to be sublated at all, must be sublated 

by something new, by the satisfaction of a further exigence, In short, the 

movement of consciousness whose cognitive foundations are la~ by Lonergan 

is also a crisis of consciousness, the crisis of our epoch, calling into ques-

tion all previous modes of apprehending the world, all previous mediations of 

the world by meaning, a.ll previous response to value and to God, Intellectual 

conversion, rather than putting a stop to these questions g rather provides 

some guarantee that they may be asked intelligently, reasonably, and responsi-

bly, in the right order and with a minimum of both rashness and indecision. ~t uE 
nM I ttl t rHW+'I:z 

Let us assume, though, that intellectual conversion indeed heads toward 

being sublated by a moral conversion, and that both head toward being sublated 

by a religious conversion. But then the suhlating moral and religious conver-
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In tha~, however, the end of all our exploring will ... not be intellectual 

conversionAbut a mediated return to immediacy through the satisfaction of a 

further exigence toward a secord mediation of immediacy by meaning. What, then, 
fils 4.Jd..f~ 

would be the experience of pQSt-Gr~i~oral and religious consciousness and 

Many of the needed clues for answering this question are provided in Method 

in Theology, but they need to be complemented by Jungian psychoftherapeutic 
~ 

insights, The clues arel 

1) there!! a second mediation of immediacy by meaning, which occurs not 

when one objectifies cognitional process in transcendental method but when one 

negotiates one's feelings in psychotherapy; 

2) feelings are the locus for the apprehension of values which mediates 

between judgaents of fact and judgments of value; 

3) feelings are in a reciprocal relationship of evocation to symbols. 
nt.t,U K.LW 

4) the urlified affectivity of the converted religious subject is the 
1\ 

fulfilment of the dynamism of conscious intentionality; and 

5) with the advance in the differentiation of the cognitive function of 

meaning, the spontaneous reference of religious experience shifts from the 

exterior, spatial, specific, and hUman to the interior, temporal, generic, and 

divine. 
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13 
11. Ps.,~w. ~~ .. a,,",en~ ~~ 'cfL"/()E 1'nl~R. 

If in addition to the mediation of immediacy by meaning which occurs when 
~ f,..1MAUM.~ 1Mt1L.J.., 

one objectifies cognitional processA there is that which occurs when .onj discovers, 

kKft" IitJHIJ 
identifies, accepts one's submerged feelings in psychotherapy, then ~:r-

self-appropriation must be complemented by psychic self-appropriation. As 

related to the question of the process and function of theology, this would mean 

that, whereas Lonergan has developed a method for theology based on the ~ 
rI.JM.It~H I'kJ tOftltt ~t.c.SH't~ 

med!ation~ we must attempt to show the implications for theology of the second. 

The principal implication will be a fourth conversion J, foundational for 

theology, psychic conver6ion,fJi.~=:-:~~~~~:~~~:::.It:!;p~e' 
~~ ~~~-" eret:r ~rough thfi twofold a. theological reflection I 

I'" ~ .e.:/r 
~'8t~llccept the possibilities which now,/or the first time in ~ histor~~ 

th~ are available to it. For in our age not only are we confronted with 

the relativity of conceptual schemes of all kinds, in every area, but also, 

precisely because of this seemingly very uncertain and ambivalent state of 

affairs, the irviividual is given "the (often desperate, yet maximally human) 

opportunity to interpret life and experiencing directly. The historical 

crossroads of such a time iSI either the reimposition of certain set values 

and schemes, or a task never before attempteda to learn how, in a rational 

way, to relate concepts to direct experiencing; to investigate the way in 

which symbolizing affects and is affected by felt experiencing; to devise 

a social and scientific voca.bulary that can interact. with experiencing, so 

that communication about it becomes possible, so that schemes can be consi-

dered in relation to experiential meanings, a~oso that an objective science 

can be related to and guided by experiencing."~ What Eugene Gendl1n here 
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envisions for "objective science" can also be the goal of theology ani is, 

in fact, the ~uiding force behind m:t contemporary creative theological 

endeavor, ~ the revo1ction in theological foundations proposed 

by Lonergan. Self-appropriation, of course, vastly expands the domain of 

what 1s included under "experiencing." To envislon a theology whose schemes are 

related to and guided by experiencing does not, within the horizon provided 

by self-appropriation, rule out of court a theology whose concern is with 

"things as they are related to one another" in favor of a purely common-sense 

theology preoccupied. with "things as they are related to us." Rather, basic 

tems am relations, as psychological, are also explanatory. Such is the 

ultimate significance of fidelity to the methc:rlical exigence. 

The present essay, then, is ~~rbject which ~ 
tt~Zof 6W'fleedM complement Be. the work of Lonergan; ..... a further essay 

in aid of self-apprRpriation. For beyond the intellectual conversion which 
i.N. S~' (!O~~ti ~ jQS~ 

occurs when one answer:> correctly and in order the questions, "What am I ,.. 
dOing when I am knowin~? Why 1s this knowing? What do I know when I do 

~ 'fI$ 
this?", there is the self-appropriation which ~.s when one attentively, 

lntell~entlY'Jr~asonabll' responsibly, and with a kind of loving devotion, 
.tuMw 't'\_~~~~k .. e... 
_~~b.eic c~12.t;S 

of the immediacy of his }!ledlate<l ~orld. This latter self-appropriation 
~ ..-v'~_- ~ == tflV.rlUiLJ. 
is effected by the emergence of the e;cistentia1 subject into a ~~e~ 

J.M rlluiclY.aJl J 

symbolic consciousness, in which"cultural,and religious symbols are treated ...... 

1n what Paul Ricoeur has lucidly dtsplayed to be their archeological-teleological 

~ unity-tn-tension _.(~<OM1bl!OIi u:r tlie-poss~~e~f 
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pPtmo.tdi ... , tjm'4~ in~~~errl~hl~i.M.M.on-or-lgt~~ 

as expl<n:a t1J::~isf:: ~~ ~o interiority. time. ~h .. ~eneric. and the 
~ Itt AulM h.(-~'l:if4~ b161../t""OtieJ. 

divTrii'ra'theran as explanatory and as referring to exteriority, space, 
A A 

the specific, and the human. ~~ ~ychiC conversion is the 
J"-

recovery of imagination in its transcendental time-structure through the psycho,... 

therapeutic elucidation of the symbols emerging spontaneously from one's 
'PS~eL;c.. 
~\lS depths. 

I share the conviction which led John Dunne to lITite The Way of All the 

Earth, the conviction that something like a new religion is coming, JIIust come 

into being. 

Is a religion coming to birth in our time? It could be. What 
seems to be occurring is a phenomenon we might call "passing 
over," passing over from one culture to another, from one way of 
life to another, from one religion to another. Passing over is 
a shifting of starrlpoint, a going over to the standpoirC of 
another culture, another way of life, another religion. It is 
followed by an equal and opposite process we might call "coming 
back," coming back with new insight to one's own culture, one's 
own way of life, one's own religion. The holy man of our time, 
it seems, is not a figure like Gotama or Jesus or Mohammed, a 
man who could found a world religion, but a figure like Gandhi, 
a man who passes over by sympathetic understanding from his own 
religion to other religions and comes back again with new insight 
to his own. Passing over and comi~ back, it seems, is the 
spiritual adventure of our tlme.~ J 

The present essay, then, is the beginning of an effort at methodological 

reflection intended in part to ~n aid of this ad venture am JJtiia*,;:n~ 
.u #Lt..l~ ;.,. ~.,.,.~ ~ 4t.U '01(,.1 ~ 

the articulation of the truth ot this adve~tJr~-'-J\~UCh artlcut:tion would 

be the theology appropriate to our age, Dunne says quite correctly, however, 

that the ultimate starting and ending pOint is really not one's own religion. 
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Rather, "one's own life is finally the homeland." I wish not only to highlight 

the contributions of depth psychology to the exploration of this home~and--these 

~q"/h~AIk el..I 
are by now quite obvious--but more signifi9antly to highlight the ~!loogh;al 

MM~itJ.IJA Jrx fL. 
~ of these contributions for ~~experience ~ and~reflection on 

zelig4ott9~ fI.M ~rit~tL ~ i~ tI.L,f()~. 
The most persuasive and complete reflection on theological method to 

date is surely the extraordinarily sophisticated and subtle work of Lonergan. 

Lonergan stands out in many ways among those mcxiern am contemporary thinkers 

responsible for shifting the axis of further human development to interiority, 

because of the preciseness with which he has articulated one aspect, the 

cognitional aspect, of this epochal shift in the control and constitution of 

meaning. But I see the project before us as not only complementary but also 

cOlllpensatory to the work of Lonergan, in the same way as "the unconscious," 

as it manifests itself in dreams aln active imagination, is compensatory to 

the attitude of waking consciousness. "The relation between consciousness 

and unconscious is compensatory. This fact, which is easily verifiable, affords 

a rule for dream interpretation. It is always helpful, when we set out to , 

interpret a dream, to askl what conscious attitooe does it compensate?'~a.. 

Waking consciousness, ~h::t-i~as it moves c~..w~ from directed 

attention through insight, judgment, and decision, has been the sharp focus 
"",L J.eis;()" I 

of Lonergan's work. Since theology is a matter of knowledgeA such a focus 
AInA.t~ 

has enabled him to articulate the ~ of an~oIF.ta.Q theological 

method. Since I accept without reservation Lonergan's account of "what I 
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&lI doing when I am knowing" am his eightfold differentiatlon of theological 

operations, the work I envision is complementary to his. But since I wish to 

lay emphasis on a different but equally valid source of data--which can still 

be grouped urrler Lonergan's notion of "data of consciousness," since they 

concern interiority--the work would be compensatory to his, just as feeling 

is compensatory to thinking as a psychological function or as dreams are 

compensatory to waking consciousness as a psychic state. 

If the first step in interpreting a dream is to askl what conscious 
.te., .}-eru/hi (N.) 

attittde does it compensate?, am if ~ work~is to be umerstooo. as ·com-

pensatory to Lonergan's in a sense analogous to the compensatory effect of 

dreams, then it is only proper to imicate what attitude or atmosphere the 

work I envision would compensate. To compensate is not merely to fill out 

with detail a structure already provided. It is also to provlde balance 

to the structure by purposeful correction. Am to account for one's compen-

satory intention is not primarily to give an aetiology or archeology, but 

to speak in terms of finality. 

Now, Dunne speaks of climbing a mountain in order to discover a 

vantage point, a fastness of autonomy. The most complete autonomy comes, 

he says, from the knowledge, not of external things, but of knowledge itself. 

Thus I 

A knowing of knowing would be like a view from a mountaintop. 
By knowing all about knowing itself one would know in some manner 
everything there is to know. It would be like seeing everything 
from a great height, One would see everything near and. far, all 
the way to the horizon, but there would be some loss of detail on 
account of the distances. The knowing of knowing would mean being 
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in possession of all the various methoos of knowing. It would mean 
knowing how an artist thinks, putting a thing together, knowing 
how a scientist thinks, taking a thing apart, knowing how a prac
tical man thinks, slzing up a situation, knowing how a man of 
umerstaming thinks, grasping the principle of a thing, knowing 
how a man of wisdom thinks, reflecting upon human experience •••• 
~. At the top of the mountain, as we have been describing it, 
there is a kind of madness--not the madness that consists in having 
lost one's reason, but a madness that consists in having lost 
everything except one's reason. The knowing of knowing, t.o be 
sure, seems worthy of God and worthy of man. The only thing wrong 
is that man at the top of the mountain, by escaping from love and 
war, will have lost everything else. He will have withdrawn into 
that element of his nature which is most characteristic of him 
am sets him apart from other animals. It is the thing in him which 
is most human. Perhaps irneed he will never realize what it is to 
be human unless he does attempt this withdrawal. Even so, the 
realization that he has lost everything except his reason, that 
he has found pure humanity but not full humanity, changes his wisdom 
from a knowledge of knowledge into a knowledge of ignorance. He 
realizes that he has something yet to learn, something that he 
cannot lear~~rthe top of the mountai~ but only at the bottom of 
the valley. 

Nobcdy familiar with Lonergan can read thes'e words about the knOWing 

of knowing without thinking immediately of one of the most daring claims 

any thinker has ever offered for his own work, true as it is I "Thoroughly 

understam what it is to umerstarrl, am not only will you understarrl ·the 

broad lines of all there is to be understood but also you will possess a 

fixed base, an invariant pattern, opening upon all further aHevelopments of 

Mt..t,-
urnerstamlng. " 

Now, to allow one's knowledge of knowledge to be changed into a knowledge 

of ignorance may well involve the realization that there are many things in 

heaven and on earth that are not dreamed of in one's philosophy. It may 
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then lead to the realization, as expressed by Dunne, that much of this dark 

side of reality, of Hfe in the valley, enters into one's life without 

necessarily entering into one's consciousness or providing data for one's 

knowing of knowing. One may become aware of the dark yet potentially creative 

power at work in the valley and expend his efforts, perhaps first by means of 

a different kind of withdrawal--into a forest or desert,. in imitation of 

~ OCA 
Gotama or Jesus, rather than up to a mountaintop--at~appropriatiRg and 

transform~~t~is dark power of nature so that it is creative of his own 

life. If he succeeds in this very risky adventure, he will have undergone 

a profound conversion. 

Conversion, of course, is the central theme in Lonergan's brilliant and 
I 

~) revolutionary recasting of the foundations of theology. Am such it must 

be, for nobody who has gone to the top of the mountain can accept as the 

foundations of his knowledge anything exclusive of what happened to him 

there. He has achieved an intellectual autonomy as a result of which he 

will never be the same. But there is a different conversion that happens 

in the valley or the forest or the desert. It is both complementary and 

compensatory to the convers1.on that takes place at the top of the mountain, 
/IL.WJ. ~ 'l.-

to intellectual conversion. Experientially, it ~ notAt~ame as what 

Lonergan calls religious or moral conversion, rather it is also complementary 

and compensatory to these. I have called it psychic conversion. Its 

most obvious immediate conscious result is a tCl It-1!e'a''l'!Q" mediated symbolic 

consciousness, and its role in theological reflection is foundational as 

J 
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complementary ard compensatory to ttJe 
t!D.fIII'Hi«, -.J. M ~ tI.. J"!r.J:t 

intellect.ualA moral" and religious r,. 

~. Psychic conversion surrourds the other three conversions in much 

the same way as the "unconscious," accord ing to Jung, surrourds the light 

of conscious awareness. It provides one with an atDosphere or texture which 

strictly qualifies his experiences of knowing, of ethical decision, and of 

prayer. This atmosphere is determined by the imaginal or symbolic consti-

tution of the immediacy of one's mediated world. "The imaginal" is a genuine 

s}:here of being, a realm whose contents can be intelligently grasped and 

. I reasonably affi~ed. Cfl" tO~f~-t~-kJUJ tM~.IlIf~~()f(fIt";::" ~;t;., "'" 
~ ~ fflh t. 4..J. f I'M lIt~fO'l4 ~fJ4A, t.M ,,~. ~ '-C.. 1)"Oh U TO 1'6'" "I f IV/" .MJtf.~ r l ~"1r I 

then, I believe there are three stages to the 

appropria t1:0tl of human interiority. 

It is the 

is 

Dionysian, the 

It is a return~t~o~m;a~te;;r~n;a~l~mruffii~~~'s-.cr 

" 
poet is Zeus, he 

he can r The third stage 
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the religious stage of the differentiation 

figures 
~~~~~~K~rs~na~~~==~~~~~::~~::::~~~Sus--the.principal 

ultimate religious dialectic. 

mysterium ~~~~ 

er as guide and driving power 

of 

stages in this order. ferentiated 
----~----~~------~ 

While the erotic 

baiy, the agapic 
-L~--------------------~~ 

of' the hero into 

of the offer, "This is my boon it among 

, stage is achieved through a 

and the aga pic 

When I refer with Dunne to a new religion coming into being in our age, 
iu. PiJ..Jd: 

what I am indicating iSAthe convergence of insights from the various world 

religions in the life-story of' many individuals who seek religious truth 

today. As Dunne has indicated, this search will probably be analog?us.to 

Gamhi's "experiments with truth." The conversion I call psychic .... 1 h1CUj 

provide one's criterion for evaluating these eX,periments am render the 

subject capable of' ralecting on am articulating the truth he has discovered. 

It ~enable him, in Dunne's phraRe, to turn ~poetry into truth and truth 
.. fu 

into poetry. The latter pbetry he may wish'to callAtheology • 

One may find that the further steps in self-appropriation reveal the 

need for a qualification of one's previous intellectual self-appropriation. 
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While one will not revise the structure of cognitional process which he 
(/~ ~')'U(.vJ--

has learned to articulate for himself through the ~ of Lonergan , he ~r 
ki1 ~I'>f rvw.-~Ii tnt l) ~ 

be brought to revi~~~~ notiod of experience provided by Lonergan •• The latter 
vn~£e 

notion ~ too thin, too bodiless. Having corne back into the valley from 

Lonergan's mountaintop--or rather from his own mountaintop--he ~ re-

experienc~or re-cognize that he experience~in a manner for which the 

atmosphere of the mountaintop was too rarefied • 
. ~ 

This, however.~~ lead to qualifications of the notion of theological 

method which he has learned from Lonergan. He will accept the basic dynamic 

and operational notion of method provided by Lonergan on the basis of 
tfit J] .-vKk~t.t..~(d4/ I~ 

cogRltt8na~ struct~re)\ but psychic conversion ~ influence his opinion 

of what qualifies as data for theology, the base f::rom which he engages in 

hermeneutic and history, the horizon determining his view of, and influencing 

his decision abou~. the tensions of religious and theological dialectic, 

the bases from which he derives theological categories, posl tions, and 

system, and the way in which he regards the mission of religion in the world. 

The functional specialties will r~main, their interrelationship being 
t'vtk:n h.(ntcJ (loU$t/tHMilRM~ 

determined by the structure of oegflHiene:l fi~eee68, but their nature .~l J?t~ 

be modified as a result of one's exploration of the "objective psyche," 

the horne of the imaginal, the transcendental imagination, memoria, the 

task of the philosopher or theologian educated by and indebted to Lonergan 
m~ be. a now to descend the mountain of cognitive self-appropriation so as 

/l 

attentively, intelligently, reasonably, responsibly, and with a loving 
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devotion to appropriate and articulate the rlch psychic bases of human 

experience. Such an a.ppropriation and articulation wIll enable the coming

to-pass of that fully awake nalvete' of the twice-born adult which Paul 

~;l'1 
Ricoeur calls a second, post-critical immediacy. 

fII. The Psychothera.~ut1.c FUT).ction of Intellectual Conver~ ion '.L -B' 
f-t( ( tJ ~'1 ~ I~ fi 01U t J -i,{,',Jj ~ l Ci..M.H ·~·-:tt IM4{ tL~( J7t£t 1-& ~1ti!~ tUt.c~ ~ 

W~ need not discuss in detail the nature of intelledtual conversion. 
JLL-l . ./.. t!CWiCl.~'"UU 

In its fUllAswee p it is the mediation of immooiacy which occurs when one 

answers correctly and in order the questions: What am I doing when I am 

knowing? Why 1s that knowin~? What do I know when I do that'? The answer 

to the first question reveals the dynamic structure, promoted by questioning, 

of human cognitional process. The answer to the second question revea.ls that 

structure to be transcendental and in principle not subject to revision. 

And what I know when I faithfully pursue this process is what I intended to know 

when I began the process I what is, being, the real. Concomitant with 

answering these questions is the elimination of the cognitional myth that 

the real is a subdivision of the alre~iy out there now and that it is to 

be known by looking. 

I would choose to emphasi7.e here the d istincti vely l~iyc\:')ie~ 
{! c tt In' tu fr:,,'1V 

psychotherapeuti~ ~e of the event which Lonergan has called intellectual 

conversion. It 1s ~s,cltic til t.hat it occurs to the .gu\Jjeet as s1:1~jeet;, ttl 

flp-{t.~ ~t 
Uta:L it is" a radical transformation of the subject in his subject~vi:YJ J.t ... :t 

~,Q ,g~letw(,L 
lot is ~yehaUl:e1'8:?EH:!tie 1ft :t.lziflt it is a movement toward an expanded' con-

" 
sciousness at a moment when such heightened self-awareness is ~syeAieally 

~k1.t .. ,d;L(.J < hA C>N,J, <V i~r'-' 

1 -ti..R AUiL~ ("'t'A'<-'--> I ,~ J.;.. ~<U-~d ~ t<.1(L~ ~I\wl
~,<'.L,; Iv -to t<YU<'.-rtA f }~ ~~ . 
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demanded because of the eX pei ieRQwj, ""'d QTSt;QSr1. !lAd affhmed inadequacy of 

the subject's previous conscious orientation as an understanding Being-in-

h.nc~r 
the-world. It is a reR99r1R~ eeRseieHs of what had previously been undif-

-* 
ferentiated, of the dynamic structure-in-process of the subject's cognitional 

activity. It is a self-conscious appropriation of what had previously been 

unappropriated am inarticulate. This expanded. consciousness is achieved as 

a result of answering correctly questions which arise from an ~xpe~18R8ed 
i1.(. {JiJ.4t: 

exigence for differentiation in terms of interiority. This is a psychic' 
'~"'-~ ~~ &. Ct pC>Akd 1'I{/J.IAl{f.,kl,i,'ti!ciM Ui't>ilt.i. ... tt.~f I~ ('~F.n·e,It.(,QtiA.J 

exigence te reeeloe aPCertain confusion, in fact 0 heal a chic rift .. ~ 
" a tiel,( J) ft~ .'0j.f ~'-'lA It. 

cognitive~ manifest~ in the incommensurability of theeretically differen-
~ CO'l~ij,'-(.:A ~t..:.(.A ,~(:o '·U/M(,'"1.(' AU~. 

tiated consciousness and ;t,a.Q undifferentiated,.. The answers to ~ questions 
4~e;lh'('d 

thematize a psychic event of great importance which historically already 

has occurred in an unthematized fashion, namely, the heroic severing of the 

umbilical cord to maternal imagination which has resulted in the theoretic 

control of meaning, the emergence of logos from mythos on the part of Western 

mind, repeated in the ontogenetic development of the conscious subject who 

is the heir of Western philosophy and science. The answers to these ques-

tions tell us what we have done in insisting on logos in preference to 
£MMl <Ltl~ 

mythos. on science in prefereRse to common sense. They render consciousness 
T' 

present to itself precisely in its heroic achievement by thematizing that 

achievement which some two thousand years have brought to maturity. 

That the raising and answering of these questions is a product of personal 

decision, that interiorly differentiated cognitional consciousness is never 
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someihing one simply happens upon and always something one must decisively 

pursue, indicates, I believe, that the psychic demand met by heeding the 

invitation of Insight reflects a profound moral crisis. Intellectual conver-
i/YICl-j k o·i.e-t-(.'e & AJ.-wb-u fe..t. cL4fUtt - ~.~(}4.; 

sion h ~he '8ergiftfl:il'lg of an answer to an ethical question previously unnecessary, 
i\ 

one not found in man's historical eemory, a new ethical question which man never 

raised before because he never had to raise it, a moral question unique to 

a consciousness which has brought to some kind of conclusion the demands of 

the theoretic or systematic ex\gence •. The questions promoting intellectual 

conversion are not raised out of mere curiosity but because of a PSyvA1c 

rift which, if left unattended, brings catastrophe to the individual, to 

the scientific community, to the economy, to the polity, to the nations, to 

the world. It is the rift manifested cagnitively in the split between 

theoretically differentiated consciousness and common sense, but also 

experienced psychically as the lonely isolation of heroic consciousness 
~ /l. n (;tc-thJ 

from all that has nurtured it, as the self-chosen separation of eeftSeieHSl'leS6 
~ 

from the primal parental ground of 145 being, as the alienation of the light 

from the darkness without which it would not be light, even as the guilt of 

Creste. or Prometheus, whose stories were told at the beginning of the 

heroic venture of Western mind. What Lonergan has captured in his articula
Co~ nik,'U"L 

tion of intellectual conversion is, in part, a thematizing of the psychically 
4 -eqc) 1\ 

necessary victory of eGn68t~Ress over the .. oboric dragon of myth. This (), M-p . 
thematization is J-.fte neceseal'Y ~] 8lblitaI) :&t9fl toward healing the psychic 

rift which threatens civilization with utter destruction. It is a rendering 
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conscious of the previously undifferentiated structure of a differentiation 

which has already occurred. 

But it is only a beginning. In large part it articulates what we have already 

done. It clarifies what has happened, thematizes what has occurred. But 
~j)ji 't.JWv~k~ 

it does not heal the psychic rift. ~Eonsciousness remains isolated, cut off 
A 

from its roots in the rhythms and processes of nature, separated from its 

psychic ground, alienated from the original darkness which nourished it at 

the same time as it threatened to smother it, guilty over the primal murder 
): 

d iffere:1ce is tha t ~ now knows 
~ 

of an ambiguously life-giving power. The 
~t 

what M has done, for to know what I am doing when I am knowing is to know 
Hl.t et!:1 /'-

~ what ~< done in severing the umbilical cord to imaginatton, in over-
."1 

coming the gods and claiming a rightful autonomy. But it is not to know how 

to achieve a conscious reconciliation with the darkness, in fact, it is to 

suspect that all such reconciliation is regression, a cancelling of the victory 

of consciouness, a repudiation of a bitterly won autonomy. Yet, we must ask, 
~JJ 

was it not a cognlt1vely manifested exlgence for pmpM.c reconciliation 

which gave rise to the questions leading to intellectual conversion? Is not 

this exigence manlfest in the confusion experienc~~ over the incommensurability 

of theoretically differentiated consciousness and common sense? Does not 

Lonergan's overcoming of the Kant.ian antinomies presage a reconciliation? 

~ not his decisive destruction of Cartesian subjectism urge ~ to another 

journey just as circuitous and demanding the same resolve as the journey 
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toward intellectual conversion? Is there not a second meHation of immed iacy 

by meaning whicp m'lght complement the first.? If being is isomorphic wlth 

knowing, might not the primal archetypal ground of what. can be intell1~;ently 

grasped and reasonably affirmed be not only encountered again--for merely 

to encourJt.er it is the romantic agony--but. itself i ntell jgently grasped, 

reasonably affirmed, and responsibly negotiated, when one descends the 

mountain of cognitive self-appropriation so as to discover the imaginal roots 

out of which the powers of intelligent grasping and reasonable affirmation 
net 

have violently wrested. their birthright'~ Might"the hero visit again the 

realm of the Mothers, now prepared to avoid regression and destruction 

and to negotia toe nourishment? 
~ 

Might th~· Ught acknowledge the creatlve 
" 

darkness without which it would not. be light, and do so without ceasing to 

be l15ht? The moral crisis of . the psychic rift cognitively manifested 

in the critical and methodical exigencies demands a conscious return to the 

unconscious. The dlfferentiation of previously undifferentiated cognitional 

structure is a first step in ·t.his return. But the methoiical exigence then 

gives way to the therapeutic exigence. This is the psychic, moral, and 

religious imperative of the _ epochal shift in the control of meaning whose 

cognitive foundations are laid by Lonergan. 

--$.~. The Psychic Natur~. of the Con1:emporary EthiQal Crisis 

I 
I Since I will wish to argue that Lonergan's transcendental analys is of 

moral conversion and the Jungian understanding of the ethical crisis of our 

epoch can be mutually reinforcing, I begin this section by simply listing 
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the relevant characteristics of Lonergan's notion of moral conversion. 

a) his depiction of this event as the shift of the criterion of· one's 

~"l--~ 
decisions and choices from satisfactions to values, 

b) his charact.erization of feelings as the locus of the apprehension 

'~f---

of values and as mediating between judgments of fact and judgments of value,Je"" 1-1 

c) his not.ion of affective response as symbolically certifiable ,3t:> and 

d) his ascending scale of values based on the criterion of self

~3i 
transcendence. 

One possible way of understanding the work of Jung is as an attempt 

to answer and to ald others in answering the question of meaning in human 

life. Central, however, to Jung's work is the tenacious insistence that 

every answer to this question must be unique and ind lvidual if it is to have 

any final validity. Any failure to answer the question in an utterly unique 

way, any attempt to give an answer in terms of collective identifications, is 

a failure to Ul'Klerstand tr:e question itself. The central notion of Jungian 

thought is the notion of individuation as an ever ongoing process of indi-

vidual and different:la~o~~ot everything collective. I 

On the other hand, any charge of individualism, solipsism, sheer relativism, 

or subjectivism levelled aGainst Jung would completely miss the point, since 

there are operative in Jung's thought notions which might be called both 

heuristic and transcendental, in the sense that the discovery of individual 

meaning universally depends on their employment. These notions, phrased 
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more or less in cognitional ana] ytic terms, are I 

a) Consciousness, whether one is aware of it OT not, is always· in a 

process of commerce -with an ever available fund of symbol1c meanings. T-A4oe 

.fUM 11 c.ontiFlual1y hl a ~'f'eeess ef ehlli'lge IlM eevelopme"t. Jung calls it\ 

-s6!uewhat unfO! tuna Lel~ the collective unconscious. 

b) Consciousness must attend to this source out of which it continually 

emerges anew. 

c) Consciousness must respect the demands of this source and negotiate 

them intelltgently am reasonably and responsibly. 

d) Thereby the whole of subjectivity will be afforded the optimum degree 

of life am development and will be contrlbuting in a free, responsible, and 

~~ 
constructive fashion to the ~ of symbolic w.eanings. Every huaan life, 

Ju.J.jJ2-e~ 
indeed every action of man, is a ~i'otlHen to this symbolic fund, but the 

choice as to the quality of one's own '~f~en is one's own to make. 

The Jungian urderstanding of the moral crlsis of our epoch has been 

detailed in two books by Erich Neumann, The Origins al!! History of Consciousness 

and Depth Psychology and ~ New Ethic. Throughout t.he follmrlng exposition of 

Neumann's position, which .Tung affirms in forewords to both books, it should I 

I 
be kept 1n mind that the inc(.mmensurabllity of theoretically differentiated 

consciousness and undifferentiated consciousness is the cognitive manifestation 

of this moral crisiS, whieh Neumann understands in terms of a psychic rift. 

The theme of The Origins an<!. History of. Consciousness is that psychic 

ontogenesis is a mcxi1fied. recapi i.ulation of the phylogenetic development. of 
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human consciousness. Neumann a:r-gues that "the early history of t.he collective 

is determined by inner primordial images whose projections appea.r outside 

as powerful factors--gais, spirits, or dernons--which become objects of worship. 

On the other hand, man's collective symbolisms also appear in the individual, 

and the psychic development, or misdevelopmer.t, of each individual is governed 

by the same primordial tmages which determine man's collective history •••. 

Only by viewing the collective st.ratification of human development together 

with the individual stratificaUon of conscious develorment can we arrive 

at an understanding of psychic development in general, and individual develop

ment in particular."~ The h1story both of mankind and of the individual 

is governed by certain "symbols, ideal forms, psychic categories, and. basic 

~:n 
structural patterns"- which Jung has called archetypes and which operate 

~3{ eve~ 
according to "infinitely varied maies." The history of Western philosophy 

1\ 

and science represents a series of cognitive manifestations of these arche~ 

tytal patterns) which are the ~ound of all meaning. 

The first part of Neumann's study describes the mythic projections of 

these archetypal pat terns. In the secorn part, he arr,ues for the psychic 

ontogenetic recapitulation of these symbolic patterns in the consciousness 

of the individual, of which the mythic d~plGHons are in fact projections. 

The mythic projections reflect developmental changes in the relation between 

the ego (the center of the field~~ness) and the unconscious. 

"Just as unconscious contents like dreams and fantasies tell us something 

about the psychic situation of the dreamer, so myths throw li~ht on the 
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human stage from which they originate and typify man's unconscious situation 

at that st.age. In neither case is there any conscious knowle:ige of the situ-

ation projected, either in the conscious mind of the dreamer or in that of the 
55' 

mythmaker. "J' Moreover, t:18 various archetypal stages of the relation 

between the ego am the unconscious form elements of the psychic development 

of mc:rlern man. "The constl tuti 'Ie character of t.hese stages unfolds in the 

historical sequence of irrlividual nevelopment., but it is very probable that 

the individual's psychic structure is itself built up on the historical sequence 

~" of human development as a .... hole. ,,:P That the same stages occurred at 

d"ifferent periods in different cultures reflects their archetypal structure 

rooted in a common psychic substructure identical in all men. 
!Uc4 

It is impossible here even to summarize adequately the details of the ,... 

development of the relations between ego-consciousness and the unconscious 

studied by Neumann. All we can do is indicate that t.here is an original 

unity which gives way first to a separation (the hero myth) and in these 

last days of Western civilization to a very dangerous split. (Perhaps 

too rashly, I submit that the separation has to do with Heidegger's 

"ontological ~-iifference" and that the sl1lit is not unconnected with what 

he calls the forgetfulness of Being, whose apogee is the tecimicity of the 

subjectist will to power. The overcoming of the forgetfulness of Being thus 

would occur through healing a psychic rift. Nor is this suggestion a 

reflection of the "psychologlsm" correctly deplored by Hei.degger, for in 

Neumann's subtle and creative development of .Jungian i:"1sights, the psyche 
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itself has been "depsychologized," ontologized). After the separation, the 

ego consolidates and defends Hs position, strengthens its stability; becomes 
,t,~ 

conscious of its differences and peculiarities,~increases its energy. 

Phylogenetically, such a consolidation is represented cognitively, I believe, 

by the theoretic or systematic differentiat.ion of consciousness in Western 

philosophy and science. The ego even succeeds in harnessing for its own 

interests some of the originally destructive power of the unconscious so that 

the world continuum is broken down into objects which can be first symbolized, 

then conceptualized, and finally rearranged. Thus there emerges "the relative 

autonomy of the ego, of the hlgher spiritual man who has a will of his own 

JS~1 
and obeys his reason," and with this, I submit, a gradual unthematized 

discrimina.tion of the cognitive, constitutive, effective, and communicative 

functions of meaning. The end of this development is the capacity "to form 
3~~ 

abstract concepts and to adopt a consistent view of the world" --that is, 

in cognitional-analytic terms, the satisfaction of the theoretic or systematic 

exigence. Physiologically, the process is the supercefislon of the medullary 

man by the cortical man, involving a "oontinuous deflation of the unconscious 

and the exhaustion of emotional components" linked with the sympathetic 

~ 3'1 
nervous system. 

This all too brief and simplified presentation of a very sensitive and 

sophisticated argumeat must give way, for our present purposes, to Neumann's 

analysis of the cultural disease to which this altogether necessary separation 
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of psychic systems has brought us. For the division of the two systems has 

become perverse. This perversion is manifested in two directions I a 

sclerosis of consciousness in which the autonomy of the conscious system has 

become so predominant as to lose the link to the unconscious and in which the 

ego has lost the striving for psychic wholeness; and a possession of the 

creative activity of the ego by "the spirit" resulting in the illimitable 

ex~nsion of the ego, the megalomania, the overexpansion of the conscious 

system, the spiritual inflation of Nietzsche's Zarathustra. The first 

direction is the more common. Spirit is identified. with intellect, conscious-

ness with thinking, feeling, the bOOy, the instinctual, are suppressed or, 

even more tragically, repressed, consciousness is sterilized and creativity 

doomed to frustration in a culture whose institutional structures have become 

autonomous from the human needs they were originally constituted to meet. 

The transpersonal is reduced to mere illusion, to personalistic ego data, 

archetypes become concepts, symbols signs. Not only is ego life emptlet of 

meaning but the deeper layers of the unconscious are activated in a destructive 

way so as to "<i!evastate the autocratic world of the ego with trans personal 

invasions, collective epidemics, and mass psychoses. ,,4() The affective 

"collapse of the archetypal canon" is coincident with "the mOOern decay of 

values." The alternative courses open to the individual seem to be either 

regression to the Great Mother in the form of mass recollectivizatio~or 

• ISolation in the form of exaggerated individualism. The contemporary 

relevance of Neumann's analysis, written a quarter of a century ago, 1s 

all too obviousl 
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Following the collapse of the archetynal canon, single archetypes 
take posses;:; ion of men and consume them like malevolent demons. Typical 
and symptomatic of this transitional phenomenon is the state of affairs 
in America, though the same holds good for practically the whole 
Western hemisphere. Every conceivable sort of dominant rules the 
personaUty, which is a personality only in name. The grotesque fact 
that murderers, brigands, gangster's, thieves, forgers, tyrants, and 
swindlers, in a guise that deceives nobody, have seized control of 
collective life is characteristic of our time. Their unscrupulousness 
and double~ealing are recognized --and admired. Their ruthless energy 
they obtain at best from some archetypal content that has got them 
in its power. The dynamism of a possessed personality is accordingly 
very great, because, in its one-track primitivity, it suffers fro:n 
none of the differentiations that make men human. Worship of the 
"beast" is by no means confined to GermanYI it prevails wherever 
one-sidedness, push, and moral blindness are applauded, i.e., wherever 
the aggravating complexities of civilized behavior are swept away 
in favor of bestial rapacity. ~e has only to look at the educative 
ideals now current in the West. "'13-

The ethical consequences of this situation as they affect the individual 

1n his relation to the collective are detailed in Depth Psychology and ~ .New 

Ethic. Neumann argues strongly and well that the wholeness of personality 

conceived as the healing of the psychic rift is the ethical goal upon which 

the fate of humanity depends. 

The turning of the mind from the conscious to the unconscious, the 
possible rapproch~!!len1 of human consclousness with the powers of 
the collective psyche, that is the task of the future. No outward 
tinkerings with the world and no social amelioration can give the 
quietus to the daemon, to the gods or devils of the human soul, or 
prevent them from tearing down again and again what consciousness 
has built. Unless they are assigned their place in consciousness 
and culture they will never le€l.Ve mankind in peace. But the prepa
ration for the rapprochement lies, as always, with the hero, the 
indi vidual; he and his transformation are the great human proto
types I he is the testing ground of the collective, jll~t as con
sciousness is the testing ground of the unconscious.~'" 4:z.. 

The ethic--categorial and ontic--which accompanied the separation of 

the psychic systems has disintegrated and is now dead. It is an ethic which 
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"liberated man from his primary condition of unconsd ousness and made the 

!Ji43 
individual t.he bearer of the drive towards consdousness." To this extent 

it was not only fSychically necessary but constructive. The initial phases 

of the development of consciousness must be sustained by the demands of the 

collect! ve and Us sanotions, by its jurid ical structures and dogmas, its 

imperatives and prohibitions, even its suppressions and att.endant sufferings. 

But soon enough identification with the ethical values of the collective 

leads to tjhe formation of a fa¥ade personal1.ty, the ~rsona, and to repres-

sion of everything dark, strange, unfamiliar, and unljved, the shadow--almost 

universally found in Jungian therapy to be the gateway to the unconscious. 

The ego Is cumulatively identified with the faiade and the shadow is projected 

upon various scapegoats, In our time, the distance between the two systems 

has become so wide that even the pseuio-solution of conscious identification 

with the collective ethic is manifestly psychically impossible. It is thus 

that NeUlr.ann can saYt "Almost without exception, the psychic development 

of maiern man begins with the moral problem and with his own reorientation, 

which is brought about by means of the assimilation of the shadow and the 
. ,/--------- ---

itt 
transformation of th~ persona .• "i4> As the dark and unfamHiar, the "inferior 

function," is granted freedom and a share in the life of the ego, identifi-

cation of the ego-persona wlth the values of the colleotive as collective--

whether the collective be a cultural canon, an academic community, a trade 

union, or a religious order--ceases. "The individual .is driven by his 

personal crisis into deep waters where he would usually never have entered 
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if left to his own free wnl. The old idealized image of the ego has to go, 

and its place is shaken by a perilous ins ight into the ambiguity and many

~15 
sidedness of one's own nature.'" Only the total personality is accepted as 

the basis of ethical conduct. No longer is St. Augustine's prayer of grati-

tude to Goo possible that he is 
~f& 

not responsible for his dreams. . 

Neumann proposes, then, a new ethic whose aim is "the achievement of 

wholeness, of the totality of the personality." He cant tnues I 

In this wholeness, the inherent contrast between the two systems 
of the conscious mind and the unconscious does not fall apart 
into a condition of splitness, and the purposive directedness of 
ego-consc1ousness is not undermined by the opposite tendencies of 
unconscious content.s of which the ego and the conscious mind are 
entirely unaware. In the new ethical sit.uation, ego-consciousness 
becomes the locus of responsibility for a psycholop,lcal League of 
Nations, to which various groups of states belong, prim1.tive and 
prehuman as well as differentiated and mooern, and in which athe
istic and religious, instinctive and spiritual, destructive and 
constructive elements ar~r~esented in varying degrees and 
coexist with each other. ~ 

Theoretical (I interpret I categorial or ontic, as opposed t.o transcendental 

or ontological) prescriptions for ethtcal conduct. are declared impossib17~ 
4$ 

since it is "impossible to predict the psychological form in which evil will 

49 
appear in the life story of any given individual. It'; Working through and 

negotiating our own individual darkness in an independent and responsible 

manner--becoming more fully conscious--now ranks as an ethical duty, implying 

that consciousness is regarded as "an authority to create and control the 

relationship to wholeness of everything PSyChic.,,50 .psYChiC wholeness takes 

the place of the sublimat,ion "purchased at the cost of the contagious miasma 
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which arises out of the repression and suppression of the unconscious elements 

which are not susceptible to sublimation," such a sublimation contributes to 

a "holiness" which is nothing other than a flight from life. In a statement 

which must be understorri against the background of his theory of the origins 

and destiny of ccnsciousness, Neumann says: 

Whatever leads to wholeness is "gocxi"; whatever leads to splitting 
is "evil." Integration is goOO, d isir.tegration is evil. Life, 
constructive tendencies and integration are on the side of good, 
death, splitting and disintegratlon are on the side of evil. • . . 
Our estimate of ethical values is no lcnger concerned wlth contents, 
quali ties or actions considered as "entities"; it is related func
tionally to the whole. Whatever helps that wholeness which is centred 
on the Self towards integration is "goOO," irrespective of the nature 
of t.his helping factor. And, "ice versa, whatever leads to disinte
gration is "evil"--even if it is "goOO will," "c~lectivelY sanctioned 
values" or anything else" intrinsically gocrl."'- I 

Lonergan's description of egoistlc, class, and general bias and of moral 

convers ion is complementary and, I believe, correctl y compensatory to the 

position of Neumann. The compensatory aspect lies in the notion of self-

transcendence, which, however, is far from absent in the Jungian theory of 

the relaHons between the ego and the Self. Of particular significance, aga:ln, 

in Lonergan's position are his depict-ion of moral conversion as the shift of 

the criterion of one's decisions and choices from sa.tisfactions to values, 

his characterization of feelings as the locus of the apprehension of values 

and as mediating between judgments of fact and judgments of value, and his 

ascending scale of values based on the cri +'erlon of self-transcendence. 

What I wish to emphas1ze is that psychic wholeness in Neumann and the self-

transcendence of authentic subjectivity in Lonergan are correlative and 
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tv. Religious 

Lonergan employs various phrases, some borro;red from other authors, to 

describe relir;ious conversion. With Paul r.'illieh, he :,peaks of "being grasped. 

by ultimate concern.,,5Jo.'Hlth St. Panl, he speaks of "Goo's love flooiing our 

hearts through the Holy Spirit gIven to us. ,,54 In terms of the theoretical 

stage of meaning represented by Augustine and Aquinas, religlous conversl.on 

is operaHve grace as distinct from cooperative grace. But these are now 

descri bed in scriptural imagery. "Opera t i 'fe p;race is the replacement of 

the heart of stone by a heart of flesh, C1. replacement beyond the horizon of 

the heart of stone. Cooperative grace is the heart of flesh becoming effective 

in gooi works through human freedom.,,55 In his own terminology, suited more 

to the stage of meaning when the world. of interiortty becl")mes the groum 

of theory, religiolls conversion is "otherworldly falling in love. It ls 

total and permanent self-surrender without concii tjons, qualifications, reser

vations.·56 As such it is "betng in love with Gerl," which is "the bal!ic 

fulfilment of our consclous intentionality. That fulfilment brint;s a deep-

set joy that can remain despite humiliation, failure, pr\vation, pain, 

betraYfll, desertion. That f~Jlfilment brings a radical peace, the peace that 

the world cannot give. That fulfilment bears fruit in a love of one's 

neighbor that strives mip.;htily to bring about the klngdom of Goo. on this 

earth. ,,57 

The experience of this love is that of "being In love in an unrestricted 

fashion" and as such is the proper fulfilment of the capacity for self-
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transcendence revealed in our unrestricted questioning. But it is not the 

prcduct of our knowledge and choice. "On the contrary, H dismantles and 

abolishes the horizon in which our knowing and choosing went on and it sets 

up a new horizon in which the love of GO'i will transvalue our values and the 

eyes of that love will transform our knm'ling. ,,58 As conscious but not known, 

the experience of this love is an experience of mystery, of the holy. It 

belongs to the level of consciousness where deliberation, judgment of value, 

decision, and free and responsible activity take place. "But it is this 

consciousness as brought to a fulfilment, as having undergone a cDnversion, 

as possessing a basis that may be broadened and deepened and heightened. and 

enriched but not superseded, as ready to deliberate and jooge and decide and 

act with the easy freedom of those that do all good because they are in love. 

So the gift of Gol 's love occupies the ground and root of the fourth ani 

highest level of man's intentional consciousness. It takes over the peak of 

the .soul, the apex animae. ,,59 

For Lonergan, there is a twofold expression of religious conversion. 

Spontaneously it is manifested in changed attitudes, for which Galatians 

5. 22f. provides S ometh ing of a d escri pti ve enumera ti on: "The fruit of the 
l. 

Spirit ~ love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, gocdness, faithfulness, 

gentleness, self-control." But another kind of expression is directly 

concerned with the base and focus of this experience, the mysterium tremendum 

et fascinans itself. There is an enormous variation to be discovered in the 

investigation of such expression and Lonergan correlates this variety with 
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the predominant stage~ of meaning operative in one's self-understanding and in 

one's spontaneously assumed s1~nce toward reality--i.e., with the manner in 

which one's world is mediated EY meaning. He constructs a series of stages 

of meaning based on a cumulative differentiation of consciousness. In the 

Western tradition there have been three such stages of meaning, and they can 

be ontogenetically reproduced in the life-history of a contemporary individual. 

This ontogenetic repreiClction is the key to our thesis of a post-critical 

religious conversion which is other--even more so in experience t.han in 

expression--than whatever religion may precede intellectual conversion. 

The first stage of meaning is governed by a common sense differentiation 

of consciousness. or, what amounts to the saille thing. by undifferentiated 

consciousness. The second stage is familiar also with theory, system, logic, 

and science, but is troubled because the difference of this from common sense 

is not adequately grasped. The third stage is prepared by all those modern 

philosophies governed by the turn to the subject, which thus take their stand 

on human interiority. Here consciousness is adequately differentiated. into 

the various realms of meaning--common sense, theory, interiority, transcendence, 

scholarship, and art--and these realms are consciously related to one another. 

One consciously moves from one to the other by consciously changing his 

proced ures • 

In all three stages, meaning fulfills four functions. First, it is 

cognitive in that it mediates the real world in which we live out our lives. 

Secordly it is efficient in that it governs our intention of what we do. 
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Thirdly it is constituti'le in that it is an intrinsic component of human 

cultures and social institutions •. And fourthly it is communicative in that, 

through its various carriers--spontaneous intersllbjectivity, Ilrt, symbol, 

language, and incarnation in the lives and ~eds of persons--indlvidual 

meaning becomes common meani~, am, through the transmlss ion of training 

and education, generates history. But in the first, stage these functions 

are not clearly recognized and accurately articulated. So the blend of the 

cognitive and constitutive functions, for example, brings about the consti

tution not only of cultures and institutions but also the story of the world's 

origins in myth. And ,just as the constitutive function of meaning pretends 

to specula,tive capa.citie~ beyom its genuine range, so the efficient, function 

of meaning pretends to practical powers which a more differentiated conscious

ness denominates as magic. Religious expression at. this stage is a result 

of the projective association or identificat.ion of religious experience with 

its out.ward occasion. The focus--and here is the most significant clue to 

the symbolic transformation operated in post-crHical psychic conversion--

is on what we would call the external, the spatial, th~ ~cific, and the 

human, as contrasted wlth tQ.~ int~<li, .th~. temporal, the generi~ and the 

divine. What is indeed temporal, generic, internal, dtvine is associated with 

or projected upon what is spatial, specific, external, human, and so there 

result the gods of the moment, the god of this or that place, of this or 

that person, of Abraham or Laban, of thls or that group, of the Canaanites, 

the Philistines, the lsra,e] i tes. 
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The key to the movement from the ftrst stage of meaning to the second 

and to the religious development consequent. upon this movement is to be 

located, however, not tn t.he shift from exteriority, space, t.he specific, 

and the human, to interiority, time, the generic, and the divine, but in the 

differentiation of the functions of meantng. The advance of technique 

will enable the association of the efficient functlon wit.h Qoiesis and 

praxis and reveal the inefficacy of magic. But. more far-reaching in its 

im'Plications will be the differentlation of the cognit.ive function of meaning 

from t.he other t.hree functtons. As the key to the religlous ex-pression 

of an undifferentiated consciollsness lies in insight into sensible presenta-

tions and representations, so the Umitations of such consciousness to the 

spatial, the specific, t.he external, and the human wHl recede to the extent 

that the sensible presentations and representations are provided by language 

60 itself. This does not mean, however, +.hat. a self-consclous transposition 

to interiority, time, the generic, and the divine occurs; what occurs, rather, 

is, I believe, a movement away from a11 immediacy. The return to immediacy 

in terms of interiority, time, the generic, and the divine must awa~t the 

emergence of the third stage of meaning. 

The second stage of meantng, then, is characterized by a twofold 

med.iat.ton of the world by meaning. in the realm of common sense and in that 

of theory. This split is troubUng. It was inter-pret.ed by Plato in such 

a way that, at a certain stage in his thought, there seem to be two really 

distinct worlds, the transcendent. world of et.ernal Forms and the transient 

world of appearance. In Ar1stotle, it led to the distinction, not between 



theory and common sense, but between necessity and cont.ingence. The basic 

concepts of genuine--i.e., universal and necessary--science were metaphysical p 

and so the sciences were conceived as continuous with philosophy. 

The 1ntrooucti.on of the t.heoretical capacity into religious living is 

represented in the dogmas, theology, and juridical st.ructures of Western 

religion. But just. as t.he t.wo tables of nidirw,ton--"the bulky, solid, 

colored desk at which he worked, and the manifold of colorless 'wavicles' 

61 so minute that the deBk was mostly empty space" --reveal the presence of 

a conflict between common sense and science, so in the realm of religion, 

"the Goo. of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob is set against the Goo of the philo-

sophers and theologians. Honoring the Trinity and feeling compunction are 

set against learned discourse on the Trinity and against defining compunction. 

Nor can this contrast be understood or the tension removed within the realms 

62 
of common sense and of theory." So t.here is demanded a mO'/ement to a 

third stage of meaning, the stage of the differentiation of consciousness 

through the appropri.aU.on of hUman interiori.ty. 

The sciences then cc·me to be regarded, not as prolongations of philo-

sophy, but as autonomous, ongoing processes; not as the demonstration of 

universal and necessary truths but as hypothetical and ever better approxi-

mations to truth through an ever more exaet and comprehensive understanding 

of data. Philosophy is no longer a theory in the manner of science but the 

self-appropriation of intentional cnnsciousness and the consequent distin-

guishing, relating, and grounding of the vari.ous realms of meaning, the 
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grounding of the methods of the sciences, and the ongoing promotion of their 
\ 

unificatlon. 
',. "'\ Theology then becomes, in ever l(trger part, the understanding 

!-

of the diversity of religious utterance on the basis of the differentiation 
\ , 

and interrelation of the realms of common sense, t.heory, interiority, arl<i 

transcendence. 

- This exposition contains in germ the development I hope will be the 

contribution of this essay. F'or it is not only religious expression that 

differs. according to the various stages of meaning, but religious e~perience 

itself. The third stage of meaning is achieved through the appropriation of 
,/ • 

interiority, whose initial step is intellectual conversion. Prior to this 

major breakthrough, one's religious living is pre-crHical. To the extent 
",/ 

that it is pre-critical, one's religious experienc~ (and not simply one's 

religious expression) will involve the projection characteristic of the 

first stage of meani.ng. And so it w1lJ be in terms of what interiorly 

differentiated consciousness, by hindsight., is able to denominate as sratial, 

specific, external, and human as OppORed. to wtat is temporal, generic, internal, 

and-'dlvine. To the extent that one's appropriation of interiority proceeds 

beyond intellectual conversion to psychic conversion, however, his sponta-

neous reference to his immediate experience w:Hl come to focus on what is ........... -"'. 

temporal, generic, internal, and, in the context of the discernment of spirits, 

divinel his spontaneously lived experience will be thus centered, rather 

than scattered~ in what is spatial, specific, external, and human. By speaking 

of religion within the third stage of meaninp:, Lonergan already implies or 
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at least provides room for a religious conversion which is post-critical. 

The very logic of his exposition would imply not only that the religion of 

interiorly differentiated consciousness is not, in fact, the unaltered praiuct I 

of the religious conversion which generally precedes pre-critical moral con

version and intellectual conversion but also that it is the fruit of an addi

tional converted orientation achieved through the negotiation and appropriation 

of a differentiated symbolic consciousness. It is able to differentiate 

in concrete experience what is temporal from what is spatial, what is generic 

from what is specific, what is internal from what is external, and what, in 

the context of the discernment of spirits, is diviLe from what is human. 

To this extent, then, IJonerg~n's arttcuh.tion of what be means by religious 

conversion needs further differentiation, and the grounds for this are provided 

in his eminently satisfactory theory of meaning. 

V. Convers1.on!.2. foundational Beality 

It is my contention, then, that the order of occurrence and the order 

of sublation of the conversions as foundaUonal reality arE'! not inve"rse but 

identical. If pre-critical religious and moral 11 vlng precede intellectual 

conversion, they are sublated by it, it in turn is sublated by a post-critical 

moral conversion shifting the criteria for decision to !! differentiated sense I 

£t values apprehended BY differentiated feeling throu~~ the aid of !! differen

tiated imagination whose appropriation achieves the restoration of Dasein to 

to its primordial but nm., self-conscious temporality, which restoration is psychic 

wholeness. The basic dynamics of this post-critical moral conversion have 
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been discovered by clung and are elaborated by Neur.lann. Its initial feature 

is the acceptance and negotiat10n of the shadows the dark side of one's psyche, 

the unfamiliar, the strange, the boly, the chthonic. And all these conversions 

are sublated by a post-critical religious conversion through the shifting 

of the reference of immediate experience not only from what 1s exterior to 

what is interior, from what is spatial to what is temporal, from what is speci-

fic to what is generic, but also from what is human to what is divine. What 

I am expressing here 1.s nothing other than what Jung expressed in his memoirs, 

in reflect.ing on the disUnctively religious significance of his life's works 

We are in the deepest sense the victims and the instrument of 
cosmop;onic "love." I put the word in quotation marks to indi-
cate that I do not use it in its connotations/of deSiring, preferring, 
favoring, wishing, andfsimnar feelings, but as something superior 
to the individual, a 'unified and unifying whole. Being a pa.rt, 
man cannot grasp the whole. He 1.s at its mercy. He may assent to 
it, or rebel against it, but he is always caught up by it and 
enclosed. within it. He is dependent upon H and is sustained. by 
it. Love is his light and his darkness, whose eIn he cannot see. 
~Love ceases not"--whether he speaks with the "tongues of angels," 
or with scientific exactitule t,races the life of the cell down to 
its uttermost source. Man can try to name love, showering upon 
it all the names at his command, and still he will involve himself 
in endless self~eceptions. If he possesses a grain of wisdom, 
he will lay down his arms and name the u:J.known by the more unknown, 
ignotum per ignotius--that is, by the name of God. That is a con
fession of his subjection, his imperfect.ion, and his dependence, 
but at the same ~lme a testimony to his freed.om to choose between 
truth and error. 3 

The methcrl of psychotherapy discovered and created by Jung is, for the 

differentiated consciousness of Western man, a path to the discovery of 

the cosmogonic love that is God. It was only at the end of his life that 

Jung could so declare its meaning. His notions of religion and of God 

underwent a very complicated. ;rO~J1S quite possible that he never 
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fully succeeded in a.rticulating the relations between Goo and the "Goo-image" 

hidden in the depths of the human psyche, the Self. Nonetheless, there is no 

valid way of speaking of the relation of Jungian thought and practice to 

religion that does not, speak of the .Jungian contribution to religious living. 

Not only did Jung maintain that the general neurosis of our time consists in 

an increasingly pervasive sense of futillty which goes hand in hand with a 

sense of religious emptiness, and that no genuine healing occurs which does 

not involve a reinstitutlon, on a new level, of the reUgious attituie, but he 

also represented this restoration in terms of the key notions of his· psycho

therapeutic practice, and particularly in terms of the tension between the two 

poles of personal consciousness and the realm of symbolic meaning transcendent 

of personal consciousness which he called. the "collective unconscious," The 

latter term is unfortunate, since it is reUying. Also unfortunate is the 

accompanying discussion of the archetypes as if they were contents of the 

collective unconscious. While Jung's terminology reflects at times an 

interiorly directed naive realism, a mOOificatton of his terminology in 

terms of cognitional analysis--a mOOification that remains entirely faithful 

to his insights--is quite possible. Thus the experienced. images released in 

dreams and guided. fantasy promote neural-physiological process to conscious 

experience. If these experienced. imaginal patterns are interpreted, and if 

the interpretation is affirmed. to be correct, then the images released. have 

functioned in aid of genuine self-knowledge. They throw light on my experience, 

on the felt meaning accompanying all of my conscious awareness. They arti-
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culate this felt meaning, providing not only symptoms which can be analyzed 

but also possibilities which can be actualized in responsible freedom. In 

this way they are creative of meaning. There is no situation of conscious 

human experience which does not have an archetypal meaning. Jungian psycho

therapy is intended to prov1de one with the capacity to discover this arche

typal meaning through the ongOing interpretation of dreams and guided fantasy 

or active imagination. 

The Jungian contribution to religious living is directly related to the 

hypothesis of the collective unconscious. Phrased in other terms, we may say 

that religious experience dramatically affects the available fund of symbolic 

meanings, and, conversely, that every modification of this fund is religiously 

significant. Genuine religious experience amounts to a major transformation. 

of this symbolic fund, experienced individually but passed on to the community 

and through the community into history--a transformation in the direction of 

heightened tension between consciousness and the suprapersonal realm of 

symbolic meaning, in the direction of more comp]ete integration of the. totality 

of the psyche, in the direction of heightened and expanded self-consciousness, 

and finally in the direction of liberation not only from slavery to unconscious 

forces within oneself but also from domination by ~ collective mass1fication, 

ossification, and domestication in the world of what Heidegger calls das Man, 

the world of the faiade personality, of the ego-persona. 

I would hypothetically extend~this analysisl strictly speaking, all 

genuine religious experience is similar in kind to what we call revelatory 
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experience. The great religions of the world are the result of major symbolic 

transformations in the experience ,of individuals, resulting in a heightened. 

tension between the two poles of psychic totality, in the fuller integration, 

expanded consciousness, and 11beration from the collective which provide life 

with the intensity required if it is to be lived in the atmosphere of mystery. 

This tension, consciousness, and liberation are the exponent of the complete 

man. The insights and techniques of Jungian therapy provide us with a way 

into receptivity to revelatory experience. Such experience, like all eXperience, 

must be interpreted, J the interpretation mus t be affirmed to be true J and 

the truth must be negotiated freely and responsibly in the ongoing constitu

tion and creation of the world, a world always and in each instance symbolically 

charged, archetypally construct.ed. The failure to interpret, affirm, and. 

negotiate the imaginally constituted world of one's dispositional second 

immediacy leaves or.e a prey to being overpowered and overcame by the numinous. 

Such'failure on the part of intentional consciousness is the gateway, not to 

neurOSis, but to psychotic upheaval. It is no accident that the delus,ions 

of the insane were as important to Jung in his investigations of the "collective 

unconscious" as were the dreams of patients consciously al"Ji responsibly 

striving t-oward psychic wholeness. The only diffe'rence between the two is 

the strength and. resol·"e of intentional consciousness. The psychic background 

is identical. 

Thus what precedes intellectual conversion may be pre-critical religious 

and moral livingJ but these are psychically inadequate for our epoch. What 

also precedes intellectual conversion is what is so elCXluently erpressed in 
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Insight I "the hOl'8less tangle of the social surd, of the tmpotence of common 

sense, of the endlessly multiplied philosophies", which is "not.. merely a 

cul-<ie-sac for hUman progress" but also "a reign of sin, a despotism of 

64 darkness," There is "the profound disillusionment of mcrlern man" who "had 

hoped through knowledge to ensure a development that was always progress'; and 

never decline" but who "has discovered that the advance of human knowledge 

is ambivalent, that it places in man's hands stupendous power without neces-

sarily adding proportionate w1.sdom and virtue, that the fact of advance and 

the evidence of power are not guarantees of truth, t.hat myth is the permanent 

alternative to mystery and mystery is what his hybrls rejected.,,65 There is 

"the native bewilderment of the existential subject, revolted by mere 

animality, unsure of his way through the maze of philosophies, trying to live 

without a known purpose, suffering despite an unmotivated will, threatened 

with inevitable death and, before death, with disease and even insanity ... 66 
/' 

There is, in short, t.he polymorphism of human consciousness, whose patterns 

may be "biological, aesthetic, artistic, dramatic, practical, intellectual, 

or mystical" and in such a way that they alternate, blend or mix, and can 

interfere, conflict, lose their way, break down,67 There is the discovery 

that the philosophies and psychologies and theologies are many, contradictory, 

and disparate and that the mind "has to master its own manifold before it 

can determine what utterance is, or what is uttered, or the difference between 

the two," There may be the discovery that the mini's own manifold is at 

the root of antithetical solutions, But there may also be the suspicion~ 
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drawing support from ttthe welter of conflicting philosophic definitions, 

and. from the Babel of endless philosophic arguments lt that Itthe object of 

philosophy either does nct exist or cannot be attained. It Then there is the 

corresponding belief that Itthe philosophers have been men of exceptional 

acumen and profund i tylt and there may even be the hope that the Itmany, 

contradictory, disparate philosophies can all be contributions t.o the clari-

68 fication of some basic but polymorphic fact. It This hope, however sanguine 

it may sometimes seem, may move one to cognitional self-analysis. to raising 

and answering the questions, "What am I doing when I am knotoJing? Why is that 

knowing? What do I know when I do it?1t The cognitional self-appropriation 

resulting from answering these questions correctly, however, is but the 

first step in the mind's mastery of its own manifold. For it is discovered 

that even the advance of the hurnanknoldedge of human knowledge is ambivalent 

and that this gnosis is not yet wisdom, for there is a further manifold to 

be appropriated, a second mediation of immediacy by meaning. 

I am in no sense denyine that the gift of God's love, religious living, 

and the moral self-transcendence of persons as originating values can and do 

occur before intellectual conversion. The religion may be holiness and. the 

unified affectivity of an otherworldly love. But such religion and morality 

are even more rare and more difficult to sustain in our modern Western context 

that intellectual conversion. In addition, most pre-critical religion and 

morality w1ll be rather of the variety studied by sociologists of religion 

and of knowledge. Pre-critical religion gives rise to representations consti-

tutive of pre-critical society. It is a control system linking meaning 
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and motivation by providing the individual or the group with its most general 
6q 

model of the world.' This pre-critical symbolic system is what the individual 

is born ir.toJ it nourishes hlm, provides for his education, offers him an 

alternative array of functions which are the dIrections his life may take, 

and guarantees him the satisfaction of his vital needs in return for his 

contribution to the maintenance of the system. Any change in the system calls 

for a corresponding change in the individual. But in this control system 

tolerated, sustained, and even promoted and validated by pre-critical religion 

and mores the existential subject may discover a despotism of darkness and a 

hegemony of myth, a reign of sin and more than a faint hint of madness. He 

may come to suspect that the God that is generally believed in is no God at 

all, and in this he may be quite correct. The insufficiency of pre-critical 

religion and pre-critical morality at a certain level of intellectual and 

psychic development--in fact, not far into the theoretic consolidation of 

the hard-won autonomy of consciousness--is the eatalyst for the initiation 

of the process of self-appropriation or individuation of which intellectual 

conversion is the first, not the last, step. The moral and religious 

conversions as described by Lonergan can consciously and consistently sublate 

intellectual conversion or.l;)' if they are further steps in the process of 

the appropriation of human lnteriority, only if they are post-critical, 

only if they heal the psychic split tolerated and promoted by pre-critical 

religion and the "old ethic." The instrument mediating this further self-

appropriation is the therapeutic, and its first stage is a moral conversion 
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As the process develops, one will confirm the suspicion, I believe, that 

the gift of God's love has been responsible for initiating and sustaining the 

whole process, that one's own responsibility has been a cooperation with a 

fated call to a dreaded holiness, with a "charged field of love and meaning, 

which at times has reached "a notable intensity," but more often has been 

"ever unobtrusive, hidden, inviting each of us to jOin. ,,70 He will discover 

that he has been in love all along, experiencing something analogous to the 

ups and downs, the misunderstandings and reconciUations, of every love 

relationship. While he may suspect and affirm this relationship all along 

or at least at intervals, the eye of faith becomes sharpened and its inter

pretations more sensitive as one learns to confess the extent to which he is 

loved with an otherl.fOrldly, all-embracing, oompletely gratuitous, am severely 

jealous love and to experience the extent to which this avowal enables him 

to make his resources available to others, expecting no return because 

needing none, or, in Paul Ricoeur's phrase, to "leave off all demands and 

listen. ,,71 What is so fr~uently missed in speaking of such an experience, 

however, is that it is intensely psychic and can be therapeutically mediated. 

If conversion is self-conscious sublation, then the fully converted 

subject is first intellectually converted, then morally converted, and finally 

religiously converted. His commitment to truth is sublated into a commitment 

to all value, and both are sublated into a state of surrender leaving only 

the unifien affectivity of love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, 
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faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control, concerning which there is no 

law. Such a subject not only can distinguish positions from counter-positions 

in philosophy, and mystery from myth in the affective apprehension of value, 

but, I believe, can learn, in a new and therapeutically mediated self-conscious 

way, St. Paul's secret in any and all circumstances of facing plenty and 

hunger, abundance and want, the secret, in whatever state he is, of being 

content--and this not beca~se of his own heroism or through cynical resignation 

but by reason of the otherworldly love-which strengthens hlm,?2 and. which is 

acknowledged as his psychic Ground. Such religion, as sublating a critical 

commitment to truth and a discerning devotion to value, is post-critical 

religious consciouness, habitually focused in its immediacy on interiority, 

time, the generic, and the diVine, rather than on exteriority, space, the 

specific, and the human. The clearing of the possibility of such consciousness 

and the eluc:td.ation of its experienced reality are t.he first task of a theology 

which would mediate a post-critical, historically conscious cultural matrix 

and the significance and role of religion within that matrix.?3 

For the sake of dialogue with Jungian psychotherapists, I propose to 

call the first stage of the appropriation of interiority, of which intellectual 

conversion is a principal feature, the analytic or heroic stage, the stage 

of Apollo, of the discrimination of spirit. The second stage, that of 

mara1 conversion as the post-critical apprehension of value, is the synthetic 

or erotic stage, the stage of a converted Dionysus, of the cultivation of soul. 

The third stage, religious conversion as the therapeutically mediated freedom 



to leave off all demanis and listen, 1s the agapic stage, the stage of Gotama 

or Jesus, the stage of the self-surrender to the undertow on the part of 

discriminated spirit am cultivated soul. Then, in the language of the 

concerns of the new hermeneutic, "if theology is umerstoai as language 

about Gai, it is to be asked whether and to what extent its language is 

from Gai. ,,74 Goo and ourselyes will be toget.her in the one sentence, for 

God will be thought and affirmed in strict relation to "real life," i.e.,

to the world mediated by meaning in its experienced immediacy. The ultimate 

theological dialectic will occur in the dialogue of world religions, am it 

will revolve about the concrete figures of this ultimate dialectics Gotama, 

Krsna, L.,-Tse, Confucius, Mohammed, Jesus. Through this dialogue, perhaps 

as nowhere else, the common rootedness of all religion and philosophy in 

the "collective unconscious'.' will be recognized. As Neumann says, "It is 

becoming clear that, although different archetypal constellations may be 

dominant or recessive among different nations and races and at different 

times, the human species is nevertheless one and indivisible in the ba~ic 

structure of its mind." We will come to withdraW' "the psychic projectiOns 

by means of which (we) had peopled the emptiness of the world with hierarchies 

of gais and spirits, heavens and hells" and will come to experience, for 

the first time, "the creative fullness of (the) primal psychic ground.-

The same creative Gcxlhead who previously filled the heavens am the spheres 

of the universe around us will emerge within the human mind. 75 

Systematic theology will then become, in John Macquarries's phrase, 

"a kind of phenomenology of faith." 76 But its bas ic terms and relations 
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will not be purely descriptive, rather they will be psychological and expla-

natory, because derived from the most thoroughgoing fidelity to the exlgence 

for the appropriation of interiority, the methodical exigence become the 

therapeutic exigence. Such fidelity, pursued to its limits, turns truth 

into poetry. As Vico declared all to begin with poetry, so we affirm that 

all ends with poetry I we end where we began, but we see the place as if for 

the first time. 

The full sweep of the attentive, intelligent, reasonable, responsible, 

and loving appropriation of interiority is psychic conversion as foundational 

reality. Its asymptotically approached finality is a converted second 

immediaoy, which would be the poetic enjoyment of the truth about Goo and 

man and whose full realization would be eschatological. Perhaps even of 

the theologian, it may be said with Ho~derlin (and Heidegger)I 

Full of merit, and yet poetically, dwells 
Man on this earth. 

® Copyright 1974 by Robert M. Doran 
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